FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TMI TO PARTNER WITH DATA TECH TO BRING TELECOM REGULATORY SUPPORT TO BILLING ASSURANCE
SOLUTIONS
June 7, 2016 – Maitland, FL-based Technologies Management, Inc. (TMI) and Ellijay, GA-based Data Tech CABSPros
announced their special project partnership that will provide regulatory support and compliance expertise to Data
Tech’s billing and margin assurance solutions. This partnership creates the perfect balance to promote a better
understanding of the relationship between regulatory obligations and the importance of controlling CABS and
Access costs, while maximizing company revenues. All are critical components for growth and innovation in this
competitive environment.
“Data Tech provides services to most of the Nation’s top 10 Cable MSO CLECs with a very high degree of customer
loyalty. TMI is similarly situated. We have worked with Data Tech for a number of years and are extremely pleased
to be partnering with such a dynamic, highly regarded company,” stated Tom Forte, Director of Business
Development at TMI. “Managing intercarrier billing and maintaining margins is challenging. Doing so and
remaining compliant has never been more demanding. The combined resources and strengths of Data Tech and
TMI offer the industry solutions to reciprocal compensation, intercarrier billing, and cost management while
maintaining best practices in meeting regulatory obligations. We know that our customers will recognize the
benefits of this partnership.”
“We are very excited about our partnership with TMI” stated Jon Jones, CEO at Data Tech. “Our services and
customer bases are very complimentary and a natural fit. We have served joint customers for years and our
experience has always been that TMI was a top performer in the compliance space based on our own experiences
as well as the very positive feedback we have received from our customers. We know that our customers expect
us to align ourselves with strong partners as we provide robust solutions for all aspects of intercarrier margin
assurance, and this partnership goes a long way in helping us to fulfill that expectation. Best-of-breed partners
help us to deliver best-of-breed results, and we are very confident that this partnership will help us meet that
objective and provide many win-win scenarios, especially for our collective customers.”
About TMI:
Technologies Management, Inc. ("TMI"), established in 1986, offers consulting services regarding regulatory compliance
management and requirements for the competitive telecommunications, cable, and energy industries. Services include:
certification, 214 licensing, outsource compliance/USF report preparation and filing, tariff maintenance and competitive tariff
monitoring. TMI also offers industry publications regarding regulatory developments and rates. TMI * 2600 Maitland Center
Parkway, Suite 300 * Maitland, FL 32751 * www.tminc.com.

About Data Tech CABSPros:
Data Tech, Inc., (“CABSPros”) established in 1992, offers sourced Carrier Access Billing, CDR mediation and distribution, Carrier
Usage Records Exchange (CURE), CABS Ethernet / circuit billing and contract management, intercarrier disputes resolution and
collections, access cost management, CDR analysis, CALEA fulfillment, data warehousing and CDR continuity compliance, ad-hoc
traffic studies, and a suite of SS7/SIP monitoring and analysis tools. Data Tech, Inc. * 27 Highlands Hill Drive * Ellijay, GA 30540 *
www.cabspros.com
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